View the student PowerPoint located at http://www.writing.ucsb.edu/faculty/dean/Upload-Wr50-W07-Online/StudentSamplePPT.ppt. After viewing it, enter the chat labeled “Your Group Name: PowerPoint Chat” and discuss, for ten minutes or so, this series of questions:

- What did the presenter do well with his PowerPoint Presentation?
- What’s a suggestion that you might have for him?
- What are some things that you might take from this presentation and move into your own?
- **Key Question:** What does using a PowerPoint presentation allow you, as a presenter to do, that you might not be able to do without PowerPoint?

Chris will “beep you” when the chat is to end. You will see a message pop up, and, if you have real player, you will hear a beep. **Remember to keep the “Opening Chat” window open at all times—I’ll have it open too if you have questions or problems.**